International Budo Karate Organization (IBKO)
KYOKUSHINKAIKAN Sakamoto group

Membership application
date
Name
Name of dojo / organization
Country

I, the signer mentioned below, upon being approved to join your group, will obey the rules
of your organization, and shall never do anything to bring disgrace upon your group.
I hereby swear that I shall faithfully fulﬁll my duty. As to my personal data and my dojo /
organization data, I produce by the separate formats.

[Rules for overseas member of Kyokushin Sakamoto group]
1. The most important thing is that the member should positively continue activities
for the students. Without thinking about self-interest ﬁrst, we should perform an
international exchange and pursue and develop the spirit and the skill of Kyokushin Karate,
which will result in building up people physically and mentally. We should also associate
with other karate organizations in the own country peacefully.
2. The applicant needs to meet Shihan Sakamoto before being approved to join this group.
But when it is impossible, the movie of the ordinary training submitted by an electron
medium or the internet movie service can substitute for it.
3. Kyokushin Sakamoto group will not demand the membership fees of overseas member.
But the member should save the money for the international exchanges.
4. The overseas member should go to Japan at least once per two years. Or they should invite
one person from Japan at least once per two years. Such events as international
championship, summer camp and dan promotion test are the good opportunities.
5. The overseas member should hold championship, referee seminar and summer camp
at least once in a year. The schedule should be informed to the secretary of Japan in the
beginning of the year. And the member should report about the events by sending pictures
or using the internet movie service.
6. If there is no information for two years, the membership will be lost.
7. At ﬁrst, the validity of membership is two years. Unless there is any problems during
the period of the membership, the validity should be extended for three years.
8. These rules may be changed after discussion as needed.
The matters except the above should also be decided after discussing, depending on
the need.

signature

